Webinar Questions and Answers
JPAS Facts Webinar Morning (11:30 am) Session
Webinar guests submitted several questions before and during the 20 November 2014 JPAS
Facts Webinar (11:30 am EST) morning session. The following responses are provided by the
Center for Development of Security Excellence (CDSE).

Question: Please explain FSO responsibility for Interim Declination.
Answer: An Interim Declination is posted when a previous favorable determination was made,
but it is determined by additional information that the Interim is no longer valid. If a final
eligibility was posted prior to the Interim Declination, and there is a 24 month break in service a
new Interim eligibility cannot be granted. The investigation will still continue to final
adjudication.
Question: Can you verify what can and cannot be printed from the JPAS screens?
Answer: If you are an FSO, please see Industrial Security Letter (IS) 2010-01, dated Jan 28
2010.

Question: Does JPAS/JCAVS training need to be annually?
Answer: The only annual training requirements are the PII and Cyber Awareness courses.

Question: Can we change the PS in JPAS when incorrect?
Answer: PS and any incorrect PID information will need to be updated by your HR department.

Question: The JPAS training in the FSO curriculum still has password reset and other outdated
information. Will that module be updated?
Answer: We are currently developing a series of new mini JPAS courses that are tailored to
individual JPAS user levels.

Question: How do we run JPAS reports? Is the function working?
Answer: The reports function is working.
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Question: I am the FSO and JPAS account manager at my facility. We recently opened another
facility nearby and I am the FSO for that location. My SAR was denied and I was wondering if I
have to retake all of the training in order to be acct manager for that location also.
Answer: Yes, if the account you are requesting is with the same company. If you are an
account manager you can create a SMO for the new company and manage the new company
from you existing account by adding yourself as an authorized user.

Question: I have an individual who has an upcoming PR and has requested a copy of their last
SF86. How do I request a copy of their last SF86?
Answer: There is a new feature in eQIP that allows you to grant one time access to the subject
for the purpose of printing their SF-86. Go in as if you were initiating their PR and you should
see a button for one time access.

Question: Now that access will be denied to anyone out-of-scope, will that include those who
have an open PSR but no final adjudication before the end date of previous investigation.
Answer: No, as long as there is a running investigation that person will not be affected.

Question: Industry cannot initiate NACI investigations, why?
Answer: JPAS submissions for investigation are only used for National Security eligibility
requirements for individuals who require access to classified information. NACI investigations
are used to make Suitability and CAC Credentialing determinations not National Security
eligibility determinations. NACI investigations are to be submitted by the Government
Contracting Activity (GCA), since it is a non-NISP requirement.
Question: What are the regulations regarding print outs from the JPAS system? Where are
these rules found?
Answer: Industry users, please read Industrial Security Letter (ISL) 2010-0, dated Jan 28 2010,
non-Industry users see JPAS Account Manager Policy document, section 5.

Question: When someone doesn't have a background check and JPAS shows loss of
jurisdiction, does a new investigation have to be submitted meaning that they are in a different
government entity?
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Answer: If there is no eligibility listed, an investigation must be initiated. If there is eligibility
equal to the access required, submit an RRU to have it re-adjudicated. You can also contact the
call center at the DoD CAF for further guidance.

Question: Can industry take ownership in JPAS of their employee when they only have a NACI
for a CAC? Some FSOs are saying they can't do it?
Answer: DSS does not have the authority to determine the use of JPAS for Suitability/HSPD-12
requirements since they are not National Security determinations. NACI investigations are used
to make Suitability/HSPD-12 determinations, not eligibility determinations for access to
classified information. This is a government responsibility, which falls outside of the NISP.
Question: So what does the separated date on this page mean? Sometimes it has a date and
sometimes it doesn't?
Answer: Some records will reflect a separated date, but no separation reason. You need both
for the category to be actually separated. Dates are common on military member’s categories.

Question: Can you put in a date that is in the future (e.g., enter it on Friday for a Sunday
transfer/end date)?
Answer: Yes, just remember that on that date the relationship with the person’s category will
end.

Question: My company went through a name change. Within the PSM Net, the SMO
references our new name, but in the Person Categories for each individual employee the
Organization still shows our former name. Who has the ability to make the correction?
Answer: The FSO will need to make the change.
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